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I. The Heritage of Love Canal: Competing Assessments
This conference seeks to understand the circumstances of
Love Canal in a twenty-year retrospective. In my remarks, I argue that
the shape of the United States' environmental movement since 1978
bears a somewhat contradictory relationship to the Love Canal
mobilization of citizens two decades ago. Some social scientists view
the Love Canal "uprising" as the first hurrah of a populist campaign
to reshape the American industrial landscape. In this perspective, the
United States' environmental movement became infused with new
energy from the mobilization of citizen-workers. In contrast to the
elitist nature of the previous environmental movement, the new
grassroots movement would be grounded in the everyday concerns of
"every woman" in "every community." For the first time, the
groundswell of public expressions of concern about environmental
protection would be matched by the public actions of working-class
and minority participants.
I want to argue that the Love Canal mobilization and its
consequences may actually have generated more impediments than
supports for national and regional environmental movements in the
past two decades. These impediments revolve around three
dimensions that I see in the Love Canal story:
(1) a new focus on human health concerns, and a diminished
concern with ecosystem protection;
(2) a complex set of local issues that contextualize local move-
ments, which make it difficult for such movements to
coalesce with and strengthen national and regional environ-
mental organizations; and
(3) a process in which rising fear and despair are the hallmarks of
much local mobilization, as much as new forms of anger and
radicalization which propel future activism.
From my more complex perspective, I see Love Canal as
ushering in some energies that led to the extension of federal
legislation on toxic wastes, though with rather limited enforcement
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support. But Love Canal also frightened citizens away from political
confrontations that were necessary to support the environmental
movement's drive for broader federal and state regulation of both
industrial wastes and energy use. Moreover, it sometimes encouraged
a myopic concern for local economic and health protection efforts
that undermined many environmentalist efforts at changing the
American domination by the forces ofwhat I have called the treadmill
of production.'
II. Complex Narratives From Love Canal: the Localization of
Environmental Movements
In the social science literature, the struggle around removing
toxic wastes from Love Canal in the late 1970s has been viewed as a
new form of empowerment. Others have viewed Love Canal
mobilization as only a limited success, with many remaining social
and mental health injuries for the participants. To some extent, both
groups viewed Love Canal mobilization as a grassroots movement
formed by local citizens. Lois Gibbs and her local supporters initially
mobilized a new form of popular epidemiology.2 They sought to
create a new narrative about the health hazards created by careless
local disposal ofindustrial toxic wastes. The subsequent development
I ALLAN SCHNAIBERG, THE ENVIRONMENT: FROM SURPLUS TO SCARCITY
227-29 (1980) [hereinafter SCHNAIBERG, THE ENVIRONMENT]; Allan Schnaiberg,
The Political Economy ofEnvironmental Problems and Policies: Consciousness,
Conflict, and Control, 3 ADVANCES IN HUM. ECOLOGY 23, 25 (1994); Allan
Schnaiberg, Sustainable Development and the Treadmill ofProduction, in THE
POLITICS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 72, 72 (Susan Baker et al. eds., 1997);
ALLAN SCHNAIBERG & KENNETH A. GOULD, ENVIRONMENT AND SOCIETY: THE
ENDURING CONFLICT 45 (1994); KENNETH A. GOULD ET AL., LOCAL
ENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES: CITIZEN ACTIVISM IN THE TREADMILL OF PRODUC-
TION 5 (1996) [hereinafter GOULD ET AL., LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES].
2 PHILLIP BROWN & EDWIN J. MIKKELSEN,NO SAFE PLACE: TOXIC WASTE,
LEUKEMIA, AND COMMUNITY ACTION 73, 158 (1997); David N. Pellow, Popular
Epidemiology and Environmental Movements: Mapping Active Narratives for
Empowerment, 21 HUMAN. & Soc'Y 307, 307-08 (1997).
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of the dumpsite area brought families and schools in contact with
these wastes, in which these families initially experienced as personal
troubles.? Lois Gibbs and her neighbors sought to turn this into a
social issue, to move the focus beyond the individual family into a
collective problem. Having defined this new social problem, they
then sought to bring local, regional, and national scientific, political
and economic resources to bear upon it. Thus, they pioneered in both
the definition of the problem, and in the process of creating some
solutions to it.
Even in the characterization of the Love Canal activists as
highly successful, though, social scientists and political analysts have
characterized such success in two quite different ways. One group
viewed this as the initial model for NIMBY4 movements. The detritus
of modem industries were to be put anyplace, but "Not In My Back
Yard!" Environmental activists saw these locally focused and
narrowly targeted citizen groups as myopic and unsophisticated in
their ecological analyses-and self-centered in their objectives.
Unlike the self-concept of many of the environmental reformist and
radical activists, they claimed that NIMBY participants did not claim
to "love humanity in general" or to "love ecosystems in general."'
Yet Andrew Szasz has eloquently stated that this was a
mischaracterization.6 This caricature of the motives of local
movements failed to trace these movements and participants as they
matured beyond their initial emergence. Szasz acknowledged the
initial narrow vision of early activists such as Lois Gibbs at Love
Canal. He stressed, however, the intellectual and political growth of
See generally C. WRIGHT MILLS, THE SOCIOLOGICAL IMAGINATION (1959).
4 NIMBY is an acronym for "Not in My Back Yard" and refers to the
phenomenon where residents resist having waste disposal facilities in their
communities.
s Allan Schnaiberg, Politics Participation, and Pollution: The "Environ-
mental Movement, "in CITIES IN CHANGE: STUDIES ON THEURBAN CONDITION 605,
613-16 (John Walton et al. eds., 1974); GOULD, LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL
STRUGGLES, supra note 1, at 3.
6 ANDREW SZASZ, ECOPOPULISM: TOXIC WASTE AND THE MOVEMENT FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE 80-81 (1994).
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these local leaders, who started from a fairly myopic and naive
perspective (some of which was broadened by family contacts with
SUNY-Buffalo' faculty with environmental concerns). Leaders such
as Lois Gibbs stretched themselves to learn far more about both
ecological structures and political-economic structures. As one highly
visible consequence, Lois Gibbs went on to form the Citizens'
Clearinghouse for Hazardous Wastes ("CCHW"). For a decade,
CCHW shared the insights from the Love Canal struggle with
hundreds of other communities. Indeed, in some ways CCHW
presents a very positive model of sustainable resistance to the
political dominance of economic growth policies over the conditions
of community life in the contemporary United States.8
Other environmental analysts see this local movement as
falling short of the ideal notion of citizens "thinking globally, but
acting locally." These prescriptions for environmental activism
emerged in the 1980s, during which consciousness about global
environmental problems rose higher in both media and scientific
agendas. My own perspective is that citizen-workers acting locally
were frequently inundated with local resistance.' Many never had the
discretionary time or energy to address problems that underlay
regional environmental problems, let alone national and global ones.
Gibbs and her CCHW movement did indeed branch out to some
extent, in part because they found few local resources to allay their
health problems. As both Levine and Gibbs note, though, much of
Gibbs' outreach for regional and national support was sporadic,
The State University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, New York.
RICHARD C. LONGWORTH, GLOBAL SQUEEZE: THE COMING CRISIS FOR
FIRST-WORLD NATIONS 12 (1998). See generally Kenneth A. Gould et al.,
Legitimating Impotence: Pyrrhic Victories of the Environmental Movement 16
QUALITATIVE SOC. 207 (1993) [hereinafter Gould, Legitimating] (discussing
refining principles on the environment, economy, sustainable resistence, and
legitimacy).
9 GOULD ETAL., LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES, supra note 1, at 184-85.
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ill-planned, and often ineffective.o Nonetheless, this outreach and
national publicity did help create a more favorable political climate
for Superfund legislation (but far less for its enforcement details).
Movements acting at the nation-state level seem to have had more
impact. Their success was often built in conjunction with local
alliances, on the one hand," and under the rubric of international
agreements.12
Twenty years after Love Canal's mobilization, I think that our
understanding and appreciation of local environmental movements is
mired in utopian and dystopian perspectives. The utopian view sees
Love Canal as the template for local movements that lead in the
1980s and 1990s to a diffuse environmental justice movement and
environmental racism arguments. The dystopian view sees Love
Canal as an ineffectual sideshow, which failed to mobilize sufficient
national regulation to deal with toxic wastes in a systematic and
predictable way. My own perspective is that Love Canal itself is a
sufficiently complex case that suggests that neither ofthese assertions
about the "coat-tails" of Lois Gibbs and the other local movements
has much validity or insight to offer about "environmental
movements."
10 ADELINE G. LEVINE, LOVE CANAL: SCIENCE, POLITICS, AND PEOPLE 200
(1982). See generally LOIS M. GIBBS & MURRAY LEVINE, LOVE CANAL: MY STORY
(1982) (narrating the personal hardships encountered by Lois Gibbs as a Love
Canal activist).
1" Kenneth A. Gould, The Sweet Smell of Money: Economic Dependency
and Local Environmental Political Mobilization, 4 SOC'Y AND NAT. RESOURCES
133, 134 (1991); Kenneth A. Gould, Putting the [W]R.A.P.S on Public
Participation: Remedial Action Planning and Working-Class Power in the Great
Lakes 3 Soc. PRAC. REV. 133, 137-38 (1992); Kenneth A. Gould, Pollution and
Perception, Social Visibility and Local Environmental Mobilization, 16
QUALITATIVE SOC. 157, 173 (1993); Kenneth A. Gould, Legitimacy and Growth
in the Balance: The Role of the State in Environmental Remediation, 8 INDUS. &
ENVTL CRISIS Q. 237, 241-42 (1994); GOULD ET AL., LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL
STRUGGLES, supra note 1, at 181-86.
12 Kenneth A. Gould et al., Natural Resource Use in a Transnational
Treadmill: International Agreements, National Citizenship Practices, and
Sustainable Development, 21 HUMBOLDT J. OF Soc. REL. 61, 79-80 (1995).
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I offer into evidence the far more complex narratives that my
colleague Adam Weinberg" has systematically traced for a variety of
local organizations in the Chicago metropolitan area. With the
support of the local Sierra Club, these groups attempted to use the
Community-Right-to-Know provisions of the 1986 Superfund re-
authorization. 4 This re-authorization was itself one of the
by-products of the activities of Love Canal activists. Weinberg has
outlined what makes local movements powerful in getting their views
at least heard, if not necessarily acted upon. These include the
capacity to process information, staying power, and connection to
political actors with knowledge of political processes. The detailed
historical accounts of Lois Gibbs herself and Levine suggest how
erratic and tenuous the Love Canal participants' capacities were on
each of these planes."
Moreover, most detailed participant observers of other
grassroots organizations also note the fragility and uncertainty of the
local capacity, as evidenced in my colleague David Pellow's account
of an environmental justice movement organization in Chicago."
Indeed, as a "model" or "template" for local organization, neither
Love Canal nor any other example of a local movement seems to
reduce the uncertainties for other local movement organizations." As
I will note below, it is only from a distance and with considerable
abstraction that social scientists seem to envision what "the lessons
of Love Canal movements" have been for the broader environmental
movement.
13 Adam Weinberg, Legal Reform and Local Environmental Mobilization,
6 ADVANCES IN HUM. ECOLOGY 293, 300-13 (1997) [hereinafter Weinberg, Legal
Reform]; Adam Weinberg, Local OrganizingforEnvironmental Conflict: Explain-
ing Differences Between Cases ofParticipation andNonparticipation, 10 ORG. &
ENV'T 194, 195-97 (1997) [hereinafter Weinberg, Local Organizing].
14 Emergency Planning and Community Right to Know Act of 1986, 42
U.S.C.A. §§ 11001-11050 (1999).
i LEVINE, supra note 10, at 175-211; GIBBS & LEVINE, supra note 10, at2l.
16 Pellow, supra note 2, at 314-18.
" GOULDETAL.,LOCALENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES, supra note 1, at 176-81.
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I suggest that local movements are extremely contingent
forms of mobilization. They arise in such diverse and complex local
political-economic and social terrains that generalizations about them
are quite risky. I offer below some competing viewpoints of whether
and how local movements actually led to "populist radicalism.""
III. Competing Effects of Love Canal Mobilization:
Radicalization or Retreat?
Andrew Szasz has argued forcefully that Love Canal created
a new cultural "icon" about the risks and local reactions to toxic
wastes.'9 Moreover, he argues that starting with Love Canal, media
viewers were increasingly exposed to routinized and condensed
scenarios of local troubles with toxic wastes-sometimes condensed
to as little as ninety seconds of television time. From this and other
thoughtful accounts, he sees Love Canal as opening up anew form of
populism-a populist "radicalism" growing out of local toxic waste
episodes and the generalized fear and loathing of organizations
associated with this waste.
My own perspective is that Szasz has noted one important
outgrowth of the media coverage of Love Canal, the pervasive and
persuasive images ofboarded-up houses and distraught local activists.
Moreover, it is certainly true that Lois Gibbs herself was dramatically
changed by her exposure to indifferent industry representatives, as
well as political representatives at the local, state, and national levels.
She was certainly empowered, and went on to help empower other
communities struggling with their local problems, through the
CCHW. Yet there were multiple reactions to this common set of
circumstances that Gibbs and her neighbors experienced.
For me, one of the most enduring features of Love Canal was
the grassroots awareness that their fates were unimportant to political
representatives, and to public health scientists whose mission was to
is SZASz, supra note 6, at 82.
19 Id. at 67-68.
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objectively reduce public health hazards. Early modem environ-
mentalists had quickly realized the disinterest (or apathy) of industrial
managers and investors in local citizens-leading to the slogan of the
late 1960s of "sue the bastards!" The implication was that the
political and judicial wings of government were more accessible to
citizens than was the market. Yet the Love Canal experience was a
devastating exposure for Love Canal activists and residents to the
indifference and even malevolence of political and scientific actors,
who failed to protect "the community."
Paradoxically, as Sheehan and Wedeen have eloquently
argued, there has been a long history of unprotected workplace
conditions.20 Both government regulators and industrial "hygienists"
collaborated to dismiss and disguise serious toxic workplace
hazards.2 1 Yet Love Canal stands as a kind of benchmark for
citizen-workers to understand that communities could be as
hazardous as workplaces, and that no agency of the state was a
reliable ally in their struggle to protect the health of their families. I
think this is an important departure from previous experiences of
contemporary environmental activists. For the first time, the risks of
pollution were directly related to the health of individual citizens.
"Environmentalism" was redefined here to refer to the hazards to the
species homo sapiens, and not to some exotic or cute animal species
facing decline or extinction.
Indeed, one of my lingering doubts has been whether the
newly-emergent local movements such as Love Canal's was actually
an environmental movement rather than a health movement." To the
extent that it focused on human health primarily, I would argue that
the environmental movement coat-tails ofthe Love Canal movement
were very short. A backstage factor in Gibbs' movement is the key
20 Richard P. Weeden & Helen E. Sheehan, Sharing the Toxic Burden, in
ToxIc CIRCLES: ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS FROM THE WORKPLACE INTO THE
COMMUNITY 1, 1-13 (Helen E. Sheehan et al. eds., 1993).
21 ROBERTDIETZ&ROYRYCROFTTHERISKPROFESSIONALS 48-51(1987).
22 Allan Schnaiberg, Oppositions, 255 SCI. 1586, 1586-87 (1992) (book
review).
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advisory and tutorial role played by her brother-in-law Wayne
Hadley. A biologist at SUNY-Buffalo, Hadley schooled Gibbs in the
outlines of ecological systems and processes. 23 As an ardent
environmentalist, he also schooled her in political-economic realities.
To some extent, this cosmopolitan factor in Gibbs' development may
have paved the way for CCHW to develop linkages with nominally
similar groups in other communities.
Most of these groups, however, were not well tied into the
network of mainstream environmental movements and sciences as
Gibbs had become.24 Thus in many communities, the local protests
were more like the caricatured NIMBY types-with narrow and
parochial health concerns only. Both Szasz' and 126 agree that even
this limited consciousness had some political impact, because of the
growing resistance of communities to siting both toxic and non-toxic
waste landfills in their communities.27 Moreover, more recent
environmental justice movements are much closer to the form and
focus of CCHW.28 They have a strong racial-inequality component
that is in some ways a substitute for the strong social class-inequality
focus of Gibbs' movement.29 By contrast, the National Toxics
Campaign and its precursor, the National Campaign Against Toxic
Hazards has been far more tightly linked to other environmental
movements.30
23 LEVINE, supra note 10, at 30-32.
24 Gould, Legitimating, supra note 8 (discussing public policies and how
they operate in practice vis a vis real communities).
25 SZASZ, supra note 6, at 5-6.
26 Adam Weinberg et al., Recycling: Conserving Resources orAccelerating
the Treadmill ofProduction?, 4 ADVANCES IN HUM. ECOLOGY 173, 180-81 (1995)
[hereinafter Weinberg et al., Recycling]; Adam Weinberg et al., Sustainable
Development as a Sociologically Defensible Concept: From Foxes and Rovers to
Citizen-Workers, 5 ADVANCES IN HUM. ECOLOGY 261, 274-76 (1996).
27 KENT PORTNEY, SITING HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT FACILITIES: THE
NIMBY SYNDROME 80-81 (1991).
28 Pellow, supra note 2, at 308-10.
29 LEVINE, supra note 10, at 1941; GIBBS & LEVINE, supra note 10, at 170-
71.
30 SZASZ, supra note 6 at 75.
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To recap, I agree with Szasz and others that Love Canal
mobilization helped raise new public and media concerns about the
human hazards associated with toxic waste dumpsites. However, I
disagree with his assertion that this generally increased the populist
radicalization of those who participated in such local movements.
Gibbs herself noted the unrelieved and uncompensated anguish of
even the "successful" residents of Love Canal, who were relocated to
protect their health. Thus, I believe it is an open question still about
whether the intervening twenty years have seen radicalized citizen
mobilization against both industries and political agencies who
neglect public health, as the outcome of Love Canal. I see much
suggestion that the terrors that Szasz noted," amplified by the media
coverage, has lead to a retreat from politics for many citizens-at-risk
from toxic waste.
Among other poignant testimonies are the losses of beloved
family pets, who were deemed too hazardous to have around in the
temporary locations to which residents were moved. Similar problems
have been noted by Brown and Mikkelsen in the leukemia cluster in
Woburn, Massachusetts.32 The failure of the political-legal system to
protect Woburn residents has been documented most graphically in
Jonathan Harr's A Civil Action." In ways that parallel the earlier
movie Silkwood, about the possible retribution against the whistle
blower Karen Silkwood, it will be interesting to see how the
forthcoming film will influence potential publics for local and
national environmental movements. The net effect of the extensive
and intensive litigation that Harr documents has been a loss for
Woburn citizen-workers. Will this be an encouragement or
discouragement of future local environmental movements?
I also have a methodological explanation for why Szasz and
I disagree on the degree to which Love Canal mobilization produced
or failed to produce new populist radical movements. Many
31 Id. at 51-54.
32 BROWN & MIKKELSEN, supra note 2, at 1.
33 See generally JONATHAN HARR, A CIVIL ACTIoN (1995) (discussing the
legal system's failure to protect citizens from corporate pollution).
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exponents of the radicalization argument build their case upon a
retrospective analysis of movement activists. That is, they look at a
movement organization such as Gibbs' CCHW, and their narrative is
something like, "See how this housewife and apolitical citizen
became galvanized by her frustration with local and regional political
actors, as well as industry groups? See how she spearheaded a
nation-wide diffusion of such radicalism!"
This is in sharp contrast with the research of Adam Weinberg
and David Pellow, who followed a prospective research design.34
Each became associated with emergent local environmental and
environmental justice groups. They then followed what happened
over time to these emergent organizations, and to their members. In
technical research design terms, they studied the issues of subject
mortality and history in quite different ways than did researchers such
as Szasz. When Weinberg and Pellow followed their respective
organizations, they found that the frustration and despair that
radicalized someone like Lois Gibbs was far more typically led other
participants to retreat from these political conflicts. In common
parlance, they choose to "switch" rather than "fight"--or to take
flight rather than to stay and fight local political and economic
leaders."
Thus, many of the local movement organizations are
short-lived, because of the attrition of members, who drop out of the
organizations and often move out of the communities undergoing
local struggles. To some extent, this may be less true of
environmental justice/racism movements, because minority groups
still have fewer mobility options. Moreover, because of their
perceptions ofwidespread racism, they initially expected little support
34 Weinberg, Legal Reform, supra note 13, at 298-99; Weinberg, Local
Organizing, supra note 13, at 195-96; Pellow, supra note 2, at 308-10.
35 Allan Schnaiberg, Reflections on Resistance to Rural Industrialization:
Newcomers' Culture ofEnvironmentalism, in DIFFERENTIAL SOCIAL IMPACTS OF
RURAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 229,230 (Pamela D. Elkind-Savatsky ed., 1986).
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from the dominant political and economic institutions." Many
members ofthese groups start with a more radical orientation to local
health hazards, and retain it throughout the conflict. Yet as Pellow has
noted, even such movements have considerable attrition of
members.
One of the intriguing issues surrounding such movement
decline and attrition is suggested in the recent analysis by Nina
Eliasoph. She studied a variety of local activists and groups, and
discovered the widespread avoidance of political discourse in public,
a kind of retreatist "political etiquette." While many of the actors she
studied offered quite radical and populist analyses in their individual
interviews with her, their social groups worked to -avoid political
discussions. They could mobilize a discourse around the need for
"community" and "family" values and structures-but they created
a void, a deliberate apathy about the political landscape that negated
such values. I suspect that when we study many local toxic waste and
environmental movements, we will find much of the same process
has been ongoing. One of the reasons that curbside recycling has
become so diffused in the last decade in the United States is that it
has effectively become depoliticized-it is seen as a win-win
situation. Our own analyses suggest that the political dimensions of
who loses in recycling are quite real, but largely dismissed by both
activists and social analysts who hoped recycling would "bring us all
together."38
My net assessment is that Love Canal did indeed create new
distrust of governmental agencies and industrial representatives. It is
certainly true that this led to far more activism in resisting the
36 Celene Krauss, Women and Toxic Waste Protests: Race, Class, and
Gender as Resources ofResistence, 16 QUALITATIVE SOc. 247, 254-55 (1993).
37 Pellow, supra note 2, at 310.
38 Weinberg et al., Recycling, supra 26, at 174-75; SCHNAIBERG, THE
ENVIRONMENT, supra note 1, at 78-81; WEINBERG ET AL., URBAN RECYCLING AND
THE SEARCH FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT (2000) [hereinafter WEINBERG,
URBAN RECYCLING].
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building of both new toxic waste incinerators and waste dumps. 9
Moreover, there has also been more local activism resisting the
creation or expansion of non-toxic waste landfills, which in turn has
redirected public and political attention to post-consumer curbside
recycling, rather than to post-production toxic chemical recycling.40
But it does not seem that this has led to much critical movement
attack on business-as-usual.4 1 Nor is their evidence of communities
shifting towards any form of a socially- and environmentally-
sustainable community.
The tasks of daily living, even in the face of tragic health
consequences of toxic wastes, absorb much of the energy and time of
citizen-workers. This is even more the case in the past twenty years,
where stratification has increased more in the United States than in
any other globalizing industrial society.42 Even in the current period
of national economic growth, we still largely have a trickle-down
economy, in which working men and women have to struggle at
subsistence or below-subsistence wages. Where do they get the
energy to simultaneously analyze and attack the political economic
structure of the global growth economy. In many ways, as Richard
Longworth reminds us, the national political parties in other industrial
societies have carried the social welfare banner in the face of global
challenges.43 In the United States, in contrast, we have imposed still
more burdens on the working and even the middle class. Yet we still
expect individuals in voluntary associations to do what an organized
"green"I or "progressive" party has been politically created to do in
other democracies.
39 SZASZ, supra note 6, at 70-71.
40 WEINBERG ET AL., URBAN RECYCLING, supra note 38; GOULD ET AL.,
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL STRUGGLES, supra note 1, at 130.
41 HUGH STETTON, CAPITALISM, SOCIALISM AND THE ENVIRONMENT 40-41
(1976).
42 LONGWORTH, supra note 8, at 74-75.
43 Id. at 60-62.
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IV. Closing Thoughts: More Politics, Less Social Movement?
In closing, let me note that Germany has its first potential
governing alliance with a green party. Perhaps that is the legacy of
Love Canal-the need for rethinking our political structure, and not
just our voluntary non-governmental organizations. As Richard
Longworth has eloquently stated, the U.S. is the most unequal
industrial society in terms of its policies supporting global economic
development." It is also the one with a conspicuous and enduring
lack of a progressive political party. As a result, there has been little
dispute between Republicans and Democrats over the political and
social desirability of "free trade" and "economic growth."45
Interestingly, following Longworth's analysis, as globalization
has put increasing pressure on European and Japanese welfare states,
they have tended to put into power socially progressive regimes. In
the United States, in contrast, social scientists have largely seen
change as coming through the political pressures of social movement
organizations. Among the latter, it seems fairly clear that national
political pressures from local toxic waste movements constitute only
a fairly weak "trickle-down" of political empowerment and industrial
change.
44 Id. at 202-04.
45 SCHNAIBERG & GOULD, supra note 1, at 199.
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